
V Community Project

Phi Theta Kappans Love Service

We know Phi Theta Kappans like to get involved and help within their communities. The region would like to 
recognize the service that our members do to enrich their college and community. In the spirit of community 
service, we have provided multiple options for your chapters to choose from so you can cater to your 
community. 

To be successful with these projects:

• Must document the who, what,where, when and how of the event

• Be creative 

A.  Give A Little

This project started with the idea that chapters could organize blood drives in their community and grew from 
there. With the hopes of bringing community organizations and the chapters together in working to inform, 
prepare, and motivate those in the community to be prepared no matter what the emergency may be, this 
project is aimed at helping both locally and abroad. By being prepared, if a disaster strikes, a family can 
begin to rebuild and get their lives back.

Some ideas to get your chapter started:

You are not limited by these ideas by any means but they can perhaps be used to jumpstart the 
brainstorming process. On the same note, you are more than welcome to use one if it fits your chapter.

• Plan a blood drive with the Red Cross 

• Hold a class to help people become certified in First Aid



• Conduct an “emergency kit” drive in which you collect all things needed for an individual emergency 
and put them together, and teach others what it should contain  

• Have speakers come from local agencies to help educate students about what to do if a disaster 
takes place  

• Develop a pamphlet filled with useful phone numbers, information, checklists, and perhaps a place for 
individuals or families to develop their own disaster plan

B.  Create Your Own

Don’t like any of these? Have an idea of your own? Do it! Are these projects not what you would like to see 
your chapter do? Then come up with your own or build on and improve a successful one that you have used 
in the past. We encourage you to be creative, have fun and use the knowledge of your chapter, college, and 
community to benefit. Good luck!

Some ideas to get your chapter started: 
You are not limited to these ideas by any means but they can perhaps be used to jumpstart the 
brainstorming process. On the same note, you are welcome to use one if it fits your chapter.

•      Conduct a fundraiser to support a local or worldwide organization

•      Have a child’s book collection and give them to a local library, child care center, or woman’s shelter

•      Contact the state and clean a section of local highway

 
Send documentation to: Fatiatamai Folau

mailto:folautamai@gmail.com

